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PlasmaObservationsof the Alfv6n Wave Generatedby Io
J. W. BELCHER,• C. K. GOERTZ,2 J. D. SULLIVAN,• AND M. H. ACUlqA3
Measurementsof positiveions near the Io flux tube are consistentwith the detectionof velocity perturbationsin the magnetosphericflow due to the southwardpropagatingAlfv6n wave generatedby Io.

INTRODUCTION

ward the earth. The fourth (the D cup) has a look direction
The interactionof Io with the magnetosphere
of Jupiterhas which is perpendicularto the symmetryaxis of the main clusbeen,and continuesto be, a subjectof intenseinterestin space ter and is orientedso as to look into corotatingflow on the inplasmaphysics.In mostdescriptions
of the Io interaction,the bound leg of the Voyager trajectories.In the following we
shahuse the termscup axis, cup normal, and cup look direcmotion of Io through the corotatingmagnetosphereresultsin
tion
interchangeably.Corotating flow is primarily into the D
the generationof an Affv6n wave propagatingaway from Io
sensor
over most of the inbound leg, shifting into the field of
into the magnetospheric plasma (see Neubauer [1980] or
view
of
the main clusternear 10 R• inbound through closest
Goertz [1980] and referencestherein). Voyager 1 measurements of the magneticfield perturbation near the Io flux tube approachand out of the field of view of all sensorson the outhave been interpretedas being due to the presenceof a large- bound leg. This behavior is shownquantitativelyin Figure 1
amplitude Alfv6n wave propagating southward along the of McNutt et al. [this issue],which gives the responseof the
magneticfield linesfrom Io [Nesset al., 1979;Neubauer,1980; varioussensorsto a cold corotatingbeam as a function of time
Acu•aet al.,this issue].The velocity perturbation•V associ- along the Voyager I trajectory.
Unfortunately, the Io encounteroccurred on the outbound
ated with this Alfv6n wave is related to the field perturbation
leg
of the trajectoryat a time when corotatingflow (properly
•B by the usual Affv•nic relation, that is,
aberratedfor spacecraftvelocity) is highly oblique to all sent•V/ V• -- -t•B / B
(1)
sor normals. Figure 1 illustratesthis situation. We show the
orientationof the variouscup normalsat the closestapproach
where V• is the Alfv6n velocity, B the magnetic field magnito Io (March 5, 1979, 1513 UT), as projectedonto the Jovian
tude, and the minussignis appropriatefor propagationin the
equatorialplane. The normalsto the A and D sensorsare esdirection of B. We describebelow the positive ion measuresentially in this plane, whereas the C and B sensorsare inments obtained near Io by the plasma instrumenton board
clinednorthwardand southward,respectively,at anglesof apVoyager 1 [Bridgeet aL, 1977].These measurementsare conproximately +_17ø. At this time, a cold rotating beam would
sistentwith the flow field predicted by (1) and lend further
enter the A, B, C, and D cupsat anglesof 67ø, 97ø, 100ø, and
supportto the Alfv6n wave interpretationof the Io-associated
171ø to the cup axes,respectively(0ø is directly into the cup).
perturbations.
Thus the A cup axisis leastoblique to the corotationalflow of
THE PLASMA SCIENCE INSTRUMENT
the torus plasma,the B and C cup axesare essentiallyperpendicularto suchflow, and the D cup axis is antiparallel to
The Voyager I Plasma Scienceinstrumentconsistsof a set the flow.
of four modulatedgrid Faraday cups.Each cup makespositive ion measurementsin the energyper chargerangefrom 10
LIMITATIONS
OF THE POSITIVE ION DATA ANALYSIS
to 5950 V. There are two energyper chargeresolutionmodes
Since the data to be presentedbelow are obtained at high
available:(1) the low-resolutionL mode, with 16 stepsin the
above range and a resolutionof =29%, and (2) the high-reso- anglesof incidenceto the flow, we discussbriefly someof the
lution M mode, with 128 stepsand a resolutionof =3.6%. The presentlimitationsin our interpretationof the measuredcur16 stepsof the L mode are measuredin 3.84 s, with 96 s be- rents. For illustration, consider the total current I measured
tween successivemeasurements.During the encounter, the by a given sensor.Let f(v) be the distributionfunction of a
128 stepsof the M mode are measuredin 30.72 s, with 96 s be- given ionic specieswith charge number Z*, G(v, •) the retween successivemeasurements.However, for any given 96-s sponsefunctionof a sensorwhoseaxislies alongthe unit vecmeasurementsequence,only data from 72 of the 128 stepsare tor • (normalizedto unity at normal incidence),and/le• the
transmitted.Steps1 through72 (10-750 V) are transmittedfor effective area at normal incidence. Then the total current I
everyother 96-ssequence,and steps57 through 128 (400-5950 measuredby the instrumentfor this species,summedover all
V) in the alternate96-s sequence.Thus it takestwo sequence energyper chargechannels,is given by
times, or 192 s, to obtain a full M mode spectrum.
Three of the four Faraday cups(the A, B, and C cups) are
mounted in a clusterwhosesymmetryaxis usually points toThere is a similar expressionfor the current measuredin an
•Department
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Massachuindividual channel [Vasyliunas,1971; see also Belcher et aL,
settsInstitute of Technology,Cambridge,Massachusetts
02139.
2Max-Planck-Institut
fttr Aeronomie,Katlenburg-Lindau,
West 1980]. For multiple specieswe have a sum of terms such as
Germany.
given in (2).
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Fig. 1. The orientation of the A, B, C, and D cup normals at closest
approachto Io, as projectedonto the Jovian equatorial plane.

sorsand at an angle of--40 ø to the cup axis for the D cups.
This is only a crude characterizationIfor example,the main
clustercupshave very asymmetricresponsefunctions.In any
case,for suchbroad responsefunctions,if the flow is reasonably supersonic
and reasonablycloseto normal incidencefor
a given sensor,one can sensiblyassumethat the response
functionG(v, h) is unity over that regionof velocityspacein
which f(v) is nonzero.In sucha situation,there is a simple
analytic relation between the measured currents and the
plasmaparametersdescribingthe distributionfunctions,e.g.,
composition,density,and temperature,and (in the caseof a
singlesensor)that componentof velocity along the sensor
look directionh. With suchan analytic relation, least squares
determinationof the plasma parametersfrom the measured
currentsis straightforward,and the PlasmaScienceteam has
carried out extensive studies of measurements obtained on the

inbound trajectories,when such analysisis possible[McNutt
et al., 1979;Bagenalet al., 1980;Bagenaland Sullivan,this is-

Fig. 3. Flux density spectraversusenergyper chargeas measured
by the A cup betweenMarch 5 at 1300 UT and March 5 at 1715 UT.
The quantity plotted in Figure 2 is the area under the flux density
spectralcu•es shown here.

wellian parametersdescribinga multispeciesplasma, we can
compute the currents such a plasma would produce in any
given sensor. However, because of the inefficiency of our
method for computingthe responseand becauseof the complexity of the Jovian magnetosphericplasma we cannot reverse this process.That is, we cannot go from the measured
currentsto the parametersof a least squaresfit of model distribution functions.Although, in principle, this can be done, it
is a complicatedand involved task, and we are not at present
in a position to analyze quantitatively the positive ion measurementsnear the Io flux tube. However, using the simulation program,we can draw somequalitative conclusionsfrom
those measurementswhich are plausible and of substantial
physical interest.

sue; McNutt et al., this issue].

In the lessfavorablecase(e.g., on the outboundlegs,where
the flowsare highly oblique)the positiveion analysisis much
more complicatedbecausethe full responsemust be used.To
help interpret data obtained in such circumstances,
V. M.
Vasyliunasand two of the authors(J.D.S. and J.W.B.) have
developeda numericalmodel for G(v, h) basedon theoretical
modelingof particletrajectoriesin the sensor,coupledwith a
'simulation'programwhich carriesout integrationssimilar to
those illustrated in (2). With this program, given the Max-
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Figure 2 showsthe general morphologyof the positiveion
flux densitymeasuredin the A cup between 5.0 Rj and 7.2 Rj
outbound,usingM mode measurements.The quantity plotted
is the total measuredcurrent in the energy per charge range
from 10 to 5950 V, divided by the proton chargeand the effective area of the sensorfor normal incidence.The A cup measurementson the outbound passshow the same general morphology as those on the inbound pass through the torus
[Bridgeet al., 1979;Bagenalet al., 1980;Bagenaland Sullivan,
this issue]/a cold, low-densityregion inside of ,,,5.5 R•, with
increasing density and temperature as we move outward
throughthe torusproper and a subsequentdecreasein density
beyond -•6.0 R> All of thesefeaturesare, of course,distorted
by the decreasingresponseof the A sensorthroughout this
time period. To give a qualitative feel for this distortion, we
also plot in Figure 2 the A cup responseto a cold corotating
beam. The cup responseis essentiallythat fraction of an incident

cold beam which

would

be measured

at the collector

Z

(cf. equation(2)). This is, of course,differentfrom the fraction
X
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Fig. 2. Positive ion flux densitiesas measuredby the A cup between 5.0 Rs and 7.2 Rs outbound on Voyager 1. Also shown is the
responseof the A cup to a cold, rigidly corotatingbeam (properly aberrated for spacecraftmotion).

of an incident

warm

beam which

would

be measured

at the

collector, since a thermal spread producesa spread in arrival
directions.

Figure 3 showsthe energy per charge spectrafrom which
Figure 2 is derived.The two cold peaksnear 1300UT are due
to ionic specieswith massto chargeratiosof 8 and 16 (0 2+
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and O+ or S:+). This identificationcan be made becausethe

IOO

+ B-CUP
FLUX
o MAGNETIC
FIELD

ions are cold and are arriving from the expectedcorotationdirection at a reasonablysmall angle to the cup normal. Thus
the responseis near unity, and the velocity component into
the cup is known and is large enoughto producea good separation in energyper chargefor the variousmassto chargeratios. Later on, the corotatingflow is much more oblique to the
A cup axis, varying from 45ø to 1300 UT to 90ø at 1700 UT.
The cup responseis thus smaller, as is the velocity component
into the cup, and therefore the speciesseparationin energy
per chargeis poor even for low temperatures.In addition, the
plasmais warmer,which alsoreducesthe massper chargeres-

o
o

3-4 is consistent with the data.
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olution. As we discussedabove, these and other effects make

the analysisof the M mode spectraafter 1330 UT (e.g., for
composition,density, and temperature) a complex task and
more difficult than the analysison the inbound leg of the trajectory. However, qualitatively, the measuredspectraagree
with our expectationsbasedon the inbound analysis;i.e., the
outboundspectraare consistentwith an unresolvedmixture of
ionic specieswith massto charge ratiosof 8, 10-2/3, 16, and
32, with sonicMach numbersof order 3 (seealsoFigure 6 and
the discussionbelow).
The feature of most interest in these two figures is the increasein flux density near 1507 UT. This increasein the A
cup occurs at the same time as the magnetic field perturbations reported by Hess et al. [1979] and is accompanied
by similar increasesin the B and C cup fluxes.Figure 4 shows
the B cup increaseon a finer time scale using L mode data.
The C cup fluxesare similar, and the D cup fluxes are much
smaller,by a factor of • 15. We alsoplot the componentof the
magneticfield radially away from Jupiter [Acura et al., this issue] to illustrate the close correspondencebetween the time
profiles of the magnetic field and the plasma features. The L
mode is most useful for this time profile comparisonbecause
of its 96-s time resolution.Unfortunately, the fluxesmeasured
in the L mode in the A cup, which shouldexhibit much higher
fluxesthan the B or the C cup (compareFigures2 and 4), are
so high that they saturate in the first few channels. The M
mode measurements,made in a lower gain state, never saturate but are taken at the lower (192 s) time resolution.Nonetheless,they showthe samebasictime structureand good correspondencewith the field variations as do the L mode
measurements(seealso Figure 6 below).
The peak flux in the A cup is •4 times that of the B and C
cupsand almost 60 times that of the D cup. We note that the
differencebetweenthe A cup fluxesand the B, C, and D cup
fluxesimmediately implies a reasonablysupersonicflow moving roughly in the direction of corotation.The flow cannot be
too supersonic,however;otherwisewe would seeno signalsin
the B and C cups(their responseto a cold corotatingbeam is
zero throughoutthis period). A sonicMach number of around
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Fig. 4. The B cup flux density as a function of time near the I0
flux tubeand the componentof the magneticfield radiallyaway from
Jupiter.

In the contextof Figure 1 it is clear that sucha velocity perturbation will bring the magnetosphericflow more directly
into all of the sensorsin the main cluster.Thus we expectto
see an increase in the measured fluxes at the maximum

field

perturbation,if the perturbationis Alfv6nic.
To be more quantitative, we take the values of •B/B reported by Acura et al. [this issue]and calculate•V using (1)
and an assumedAlfv6n velocity. This perturbation velocity is
then added to the corotational velocity to obtain the full velocity vector. After compensatingfor the spacecraftvelocity
we calculatethe responseof the A cup assuminga cold beam.
This quantity is shown in Figure 5 as a function of time for
four different Alfv•n velocities(0, 100, 200, and 300 km/s).
The angle of incidenceof the flow into the A cup is suchthat
even a small changein the angle betweenthe velocity and the
cup axis producesa large changein response.Thus although
the velocity perturbation for an Alfv•n velocity of 200 km/s
only producesa maximum deviation of 5.7ø from corotational
flow (7.5o in the aberratedflow), we easilyseemeasurableeffects associatedwith this perturbation. The similarity in time
profiles between Figures 4 and 5 suggeststhat the observed
flux densityincreasescould be entirely due to a changein the
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INTERPRETATION

The flux increases discussed above could be due either to an

increasein the ambient densityor temperatureor to a change
in the flow velocity of the plasma. The latter alternative is a
plausibleone, for the following reasons.Equation (1) predicts
a changein flow velocity if the magneticfield perturbation is
due to an Alfv6n wave. At its maximum the observedmagnetic field perturbation is essentiallyradially toward Jupiter
[Acura et al., this issue].Therefore the predictedvelocity perturbation at maximum shouldbe radially away from Jupiter.
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Fig. 5. The responseof the A cup for cold magnetosphericflow
perturbedin accordwith (1), for four valuesof the Alfv6n velocity(0,
100, 200, and 300 km?s, as indicated).
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the observedchangesare due solelyto Alfv6nic perturbations
in the velocityof the magnetospheric
plasma,with no change
in ambient densitiesor temperatures.We basethis conclusion
on a theoreticalsimulationusing(1) the plasma densitiesand
• 300+
temperaturesderivedfrom the inbound observationsat the Io
E
L shell, (2) the magnetic field perturbationsobservedouto
bound near Io by Acura et al. [thisissue],and (3) the velocity
'-' 200-++ +
+ +
perturbationsderived theoreticallyfrom thesemagneticfield
•_
+
perturbations,using the standardAlfv6n wave relations [e.g.,
(,/,)
+ +
Neubauer, 1980]. This simulation producesresultswhich are
qualitatively in agreementwith the observations.In particu• 100
lar, we note that the observedflux increaseis consistentonly
with a southward propagating Alfv6n wave; a northward
propagatingwave would have produceda flux decrease,all
other thingsbeing equal (cf. equation(1) and the geometrical
1445
1455
1505
1515
1525
1535
SPACECRAFT
EVENT TIME MARCH 5, 1979
argumentsabove). Thus the combinedplasma and magnetic
Fig. 6. Theoreticalsimulationof the A cupflux densitiesusingthe field observationsimply southwardpropagation,as expected.
plasmaparametersmeasuredat the Io L shell inbound,the observed
It is, of course,obviousthat with our present analysiswe
magneticfield perturbationat Io [Acuaaet al., this issue], and the A1can only argue for the qualitative consistencyof the data with
fv6n wave theory of Neubauer [1980]. The actual observationsof the
the Alfv6n wave interpretation. This interpretation is not necA cup flux densitiesnear Io arc shownby the crosses.
essarilyunique. In particular, there is considerablestructure
in the ambient densitiesand temperaturesin the Io torus inbound [Bagenaland Sullivan,this issue],and there is no a priori way to rule out the possibility that some combination of
plasmaflow velocity,with no changein ambientdensitiesor density, temperature,and velocity changesproducesthe obtemperature.
served flux density changesrather than a change in velocity
To investigatethe plausibility of this hypothesis,we use the alone. What is neededis a sophisticatedanalysisof the Io data
simulationprogram discussed
abovewith a warm plasmasim- usingthe full responseof the SensorS;
this will, in principle,
ilar to that observed inbound at the Io L shell, when corotatprovide quantitative estimatesof plasma parametersand aling flow is almost directly into the C sensor.A least squares low an explicit investigationof the flow field near the Io flux
analysisof these inbound data yields an S+ density of 468 tube. In the absenceof sucha definitive analysiswe can only
cm-3, an S2+ densityof 556 cm-3, an S•+ densityof 174cm-•, arguethat the presentinterpretationis a consistent
and perand a thermal speedof 14.9 kin/s, if all the ions are assumed suasiveone, especiallyin light of theoreticalexpectations.
to have the samethermal speed(F. Bagenal,private commuDiscussions
with F. Bagenal,H. S. Bridge,
nication, 1980).With a field strengthof 1870¾(characteristic Acknowledgments.
of the magneticfield near 1507 UT) and this total massden- N. F. Ness,F. Neubauer,and S. Olbert are gratefullyacknowledged.
At Massachusetts
Instituteof Technologythis work wassupportedin
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SIMULATION
A-CUP

•

FLUX

+

208km/s.We inserttheseparameters
intothesimulationpro-

gram, hold the densitiesand temperaturesfixed, and vary the
velocity in the manner prescribedabove for an Alfv6n veloc-
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